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Using the interest theory of rights and Hohfeldian
taxonomy to address a gap in machine learning
methods for legal document analysis
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Rights and duties are essential features of legal documents. Machine learning algorithms

have been increasingly applied to extract information from such texts. Currently, their main

focus is on named entity recognition, sentiment analysis, and the classification of court cases

to predict court outcome. In this paper it is argued that until the essential features of such

texts are captured, their analysis can remain bottle-necked by the very technology being used

to assess them. As such, the use of legal theory to identify the most pertinent dimensions of

such texts is proposed. Specifically, the interest theory of rights, and the first-order Hoh-

feldian taxonomy of legal relations. These principal legal dimensions allow for a stratified

representation of knowledge, making them ideal for the abstractions needed for machine

learning. This study considers how such dimensions may be identified. To do so it imple-

ments a novel heuristic based in philosophy coupled with language models. Hohfeldian

relations of ‘rights-duties’ vs. ‘privileges-no-rights’ are determined to be identifiable. Classi-

fication of each type of relation to accuracies of 92.5% is found using Sentence Bidirectional

Encoder Representations from Transformers. Testing is carried out on religious discrimination

policy texts in the United Kingdom.
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Introduction

Artificial intelligence (AI), and specifically Natural Lan-
guage Processing (NLP) through Machine Learning (ML),
is increasingly being utilised in public interest technolo-

gies, such as in government departments, courts, and NGOs
offering legal services (de Sousa et al., 2019). Using a systematic
protocol for literature reviews and meta-analysis (PRISMA) a
study (de Sousa et al., 2019) demonstrated that managers of
public organisations have considerably increased the adoption of
AI-based systems to improve efficiency (Mehr et al., 2017). For
example, it has been found that a month’s work at the US
Department for Labour can be completed in a day with higher
accuracy. Machines take into account factors at orders of mag-
nitude greater than people without tiring. Indeed, this human
frailty, when not checked, has been found to be a factor that
negatively impacts decisions, such as court rulings (Danziger
et al., 2011).

It has further been found that implementing ML in such
contexts has made procedures more efficient. The Supreme Court
of Brazil found AI contributed positively to its procedural speed,
for example (de Sousa et al., 2022). Big data NLP also allows for a
systematic analysis of documents at scale, allowing for new
findings to materialise which are typically not possible with the
human eye (Nay, 2018). Indeed, almost all law is expressed in
natural language; therefore NLP may be said to be a key com-
ponent to understand and predict law at scale (Nay, 2018).

Legal documents may be characterised as essentially texts
which describe power interactions in society with consideration
to the outcomes of such interactions (Boswell and Smith, 2017;
Oliver and Cairney, 2019). These power interactions typically
exist to further the interests of one or more parties involved
(Hewitt, 2009; Michael et al., 2011).

Based on the nature of these interests, rights and duties and
their concomitant legal relations become imposed (Kramer,
2001, 2017). Given that policy documents, which find themselves
into legislation through a well-documented process (Parliament,
2021) are based on a consideration of the interests of parties
affected, and the legal aspects of these interests (Policy Exchange,
2016), it is of note that to date no specific software explicitly
captures the interests of a party expressed within a document.
Nor does any specific software library automatically detect the
legal relations expressed within these documents. Yet, it is these
dimensions that have been used by policy analysis and jurist to
analyse such policy and legislative documents.

As an analogy, machine learning that is trained on the game
Tetris, learns dimensions of height, width, and velocity to avoid
conflicting moves. In doing so it captures the dimensions needed
to best analyse the game. We propose that in order to capture the
most pertinent dimensions of a legal document for ML, one ought
to measure its principal dimensions.

While deep learning offers the promise of highly accurate text
classification though multitudes of neuronal activations in order
to capture language (Sun et al., 2021), a common question per-
sists, what specific dimensions have been captured? As law
operates on the basis of rights and duties, and the balance—or
imbalance—of these, as shall be detailed in the paper, it may be
that any computational characterisation of legal language that
excludes—or only partially captures—these abstract concepts will
be at odds with what humans require of this knowledge. Even
when initial results are correct or at least legally cogent, the
question remains, what methodology was implicitly used? Was
the correct result arrived at through an incorrect implicit meth-
odology? Could the result be consistent with legal expectations,
but for the wrong reasons? If we want to be able to explain the
outcome, one possible method would be to highlight the principal
features of the data.

It is an aim of this paper to attempt to discover whether it is
possible to capture principal legal dimensions using ML. This
approach may be considered a first step towards explainable
outcomes based on such dimensions (Beckh et al., 2021),
although this paper’s remit is the former.

These dimensions are comprehensively covered by the estab-
lished legal theory. Our task in this paper is to ask whether these
dimensions can be detected using ML. The dimensions have been
described by the interest theory of rights (Kramer, 2010) and by
Yale jurist Wesley Newcomb Hohfeld (Hohfeld, 1913). Interest
theory considers acts such as ‘the man murdered the passer-by’,
or ‘the client ordered her car from the garage’ and allots a duty
where the interest of either party is at risk of being harmed. The
former sentence elicits a duty to abstain from committing mur-
der. Whereas the latter sentence generates a duty to meet the
client’s order.

These duties can also be expressed as their correlative rights: a
man has a right not to be murdered, and a client has the right to
have their order met. This correlativity is described by Hohfeld in
his seminal work on clarifying legal relations (Kramer, 2019). These
rights and duties are considered first-order relations. The remining
two first-order relations are: privileges and no-rights. Whereby a
privilege concerns acts that are optional, i.e., they are not duties. An
example would be ‘Samuel is going for a walk’. Its correlative
assignment is a no-right. i.e., other people have no claim rights
against Samuel that he must or must not go for a walk.

These legal relations are readily identifiable by jurists. We ask,
is it possible to detect these dimensions in sentences, by using
NLP machine learning?

Secondly, we ask, are there any ethical implications of using
such technology?

In order to answer these questions, we begin with an intro-
duction to legal theory, specifically the Hohfeldian matrix of legal
rights, the interest theory of rights, and the reasons for their
selection in this study. This is followed by a philosophical dis-
cussion on how rights and duties are to be identified -given the
vast range of ethical stances taken by societies and cultures. We
propose the use of a philosophical heuristic that allows for cross-
cultural application. This is then digitised using a language model
(LM). Lastly, we consider how the first-order Hohfeldian tax-
onomy can be identified using word embeddings and a variety of
sentence transformers. To do so we implement custom sentence
vectors and language models.

Results are then presented followed by a discussion incorpor-
ating a question on the ethical implications and potential hazards
of using ML in this domain.

The paper contributes uniquely by proposing a new approach
for measuring human interactions based on a universal ethical
heuristic. It also contributes by demonstrating that despite the
subtleties of differences between Hohfeldian legal relations, lan-
guage models can be trained to accurately differentiate between
them. The work goes towards the advancement of legal reasoning
tools, and their use to analyse humanities and social science texts
along legally comprehensive dimensions.

Machine learning Hohfeldian rights and duties
Two main theories on the function of rights have been put for-
ward in the literature (Kramer, 2000). The interest theory of
rights and the will theory of rights. Interest theory holds that the
principal function of human rights is to protect and promote the
essential human interests possessed by all human beings
(Tasioulas, 2015). Will theory on the other hand maintains that
the function of a right is to give the right-holder control over
another party’s duty (Hart, 1982).
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This paper has undertaken to use the interest theory of rights.
This is done for the following reasons. Unlike the will theory of
rights, the interest theory of rights avoids the need to consider the
ability to exercise power and make rational choices in order to
become a right bearer. A requirement that some argue limits its
capacity to include children, the mentally incapacitated and
animals, for example (Kramer, 2000; Kurki, 2018). While will
theory reserves the term ‘rights’ for claims that are combined with
enforcement/waiver powers and liberties in the hands of the
claimholders, it has been argued that such a dichotomy is related
to the theory’s appeal to individual discretion and self-
determination. This conflation of the political with the legal is
absent from interest theory. Interest theory maintains that any
genuine right does not have to be waivable and enforceable by the
right-holder. It makes no attempt to determine who has such
rights based on their powers and allows for a more stratified
representation of right, one that conflates as few concepts as
possible (Kramer, 2000).

As we aim to use legal theory in machine learning, one goal in
this paper is to identify those theories that present as few
potential confounding factors as possible, those that present
factors in their most fundamental form (Hastie et al., 2003).
Interest theory arguably lends itself to such. The right of a person
in interest theory is one factor: their interest. Whereas a right in
will theory incorporates several factors: the person’s age, mental
capacity, ability to waive rights, and being human. The political
element can also be quite explicit, for example, Simmonds rejects
any analytical jurisprudence of rights which is separated from
normative political theory (Simmonds, 2000). A stance that may
be based on an attempt to reconcile individual interests with
collective governance (Wellman, 2000). In contrast, the interest
theory of rights is free of such political dimensions.

This clear delineation of factors is also seen with Hohfeld. He
describes rights in terms that are distinct and separate from
political notions of entitlement. In Hohfeld’s taxonomy, a right-
holder does not necessarily have to have the power to enforce
their right. This distinction is seen across his dimensions. Their
uniqueness as a description of relations is that they are funda-
mental to the delineation of rights, and are considered to be the
lowest generic conceptions to which any and all ‘legal quantities’
may be reduced (Hohfeld, 1923; Kurki, 2019).

The conceptual distinctions of the dimensions have been
described as elegant, rigorous, and subtle (Kramer, 2000). Fur-
thermore, his analytical framework is neutral in the debate on
interest and will theory. His dimensions have provided distinct
terms to help philosophers and jurists avoid ambiguous thinking
and argumentation (Frydrych, 2017). His analysis is such that any
normative or moral justificatory considerations can be present
outside of rights elements, but not within (Lazarev, 2005). Which
in turn avoids the possibility of conflating moral and rights fac-
tors within the analysis. It also simplifies operations related to the
subject (Lazarev, 2005).

Thus, the features of the Hohfeldian dimensions are: (i) any
legal interest can be broken down into an aggregate of Hohfeldian
dimensions. (ii) these dimensions are irreducible, i.e., they cannot
be broken down into anything more basic. It is for these reasons
we have selected Hohfeld.

When comparing this level of discernment with other models,
it is apparent that alternative models can suffer from a lack of
discerning relations at a fundamental and irreducible level. For
example, when considering Honoré’s model (Honoré, 1961),
Honoré’s own description of ownership can be interpreted as an
aggregate of rights and duties to other persons. His discussion on
a ‘right to possess’ is a mixture of liberties and claims; his ‘right to
manage’ is a similar collection of liberties and immunities
(Eleftheriadis, 1996).

Although our paper will focus on first-order relations, Hohfeld
also used equally distinct second-order dimensions: powers to
alter legal relations and immunities from such changes. Other
models tend to conflate them rather than use them indepen-
dently. For example, Terry’s model omits immunities entirely, a
second-order Hohfeldian feature (Terry, 1884; Cook, 1919). In
Salmond’s model (Salmond, 1902) privileges and immunities are
treated as relatively trivial, and liability is treated as the correlative
of both privilege and power. This allocation of a single correlative
for two independent conceptions has been seen as unclear, for if
the distinction between privilege and power be valid then the
distinction between the correlatives, liability and no-right, must
be equally valid (Cook, 1919).

While Hohfeld’s scheme has been criticised, much of the cri-
ticism has been seen as misplaced in that it engages by offering
alternative stipulations of a right instead of demonstrating
Hohfeld’s model to be deficient (Hislop, 1967; Kramer, 2000;
Frydrych, 2017). Some authors prefer the term ‘liberty’ to ‘pri-
vilege’ (Wenar, 2005) while others maintain the original label.
While the two are at times used interchangeably, the content
expressed by Hohfeld remains. Few jurists have doubted the
thoroughness used in the taxonomy, and despite the passing of
100 years, his analytic scheme continues to generate insights
(Morss, 2009).

It remains that the main distinction is that his scheme employs
the use of logical relations that could be used to classify and
clarify all empirical phenomena. Once his definition has been
accepted, the correlativity of the dimensions is a matter of logical
necessity. They cannot be confirmed or denied through experi-
ence (Kramer, 2000).

Using interest theory to allocate duties
The interest theory of rights considers that having a duty towards
someone or something means that a duty of that kind is typically
in the interest of the entity in question. The theory can be for-
mulated as a test whereby a party holds a ‘right correlative to a
duty only if that party stands to undergo a development that is
typically detrimental if the duty is breached’ (Kramer, 2010).
Thus, the tortious maltreatment of a child or a mentally disabled
individual results in a compensatory duty (Kurki, 2018). As
interest-theory rights are simply correlates of duties, they can be
adequately explained using the vocabulary of duties. David holds
a right towards John if John has a duty towards David, and having
a duty towards someone (or something) means that a duty of that
type is typically in the interests of David (Kurki, 2018).

A question is then posed: When a text describes a social
interaction between two entities, how can it be determined
whether the interaction is detrimental to one of the entities?

To answer this question, we propose the use of the philoso-
phical heuristic, the axiom: ‘Do onto others as one would wish
upon oneself’ (Singer, 1963). Whereby an act is subjected to the
following question: would I wish the same upon myself?

To consider the plausibility of using this approach with sen-
tences such as ‘The waiter served the guest’, we initially subject
the axiom to criticism from a philosophical perspective. This
incorporates questions relating to the axiom’s applicability in
various social and cultural settings in which personal ethics may
vary widely.

In considering the question we begin with a sentence: ‘The man
murdered his brother’. A straightforward application of the axiom
would be to ask, would the man wish to be murdered? An answer
of ‘no’ would indicate that the act is one that is unwanted by the
brother.

The opposite sense is also true. For example, if David is seeking
help from drowning, and a passer-by observes this, the
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application of the axiom on the part of a passer-by would be to
ask, ‘If I were seeking help from drowning, would I want to be
helped?’ This produces an affirmative answer. Despite the
apparent obviousness of this approach, it has been met with
considerable criticism. A criticism offered by Kant, for example,
focuses on the axiom’s seeming dependence on one’s personal
taste. As George Bernard Shaw once quipped ‘Don’t do to others
as you want them to do unto you. Their tastes may be different’
(Shaw, 2008).

In reply to this criticism, one may consider that in taking into
account the other person’s tastes, one can then act towards them in a
manner that they find acceptable. Namely, to have their tastes taken
into consideration. Thus, if David finds it acceptable to be called a
heffalump, he should not use the same term to describe another
person if that other person does not find it acceptable. In this
manner, the axiom can be understood as an invitation to duly
consider any relevant difference between individuals—just as a
person would wish such consideration from another (Wattles, 1997).

As a further example, a person may be happy to be addressed
without a title, whereas another person may find it offensive. To
consider the second person’s tastes would be for the first person
to address the second person using a title. As such, in using a
higher level of abstraction the criticism fails.

In this manner, cross-cultural differences can be effectively
incorporated into the heuristic.

A further criticism has been made of the axiom, namely, its use
in the context of fair punishment. Here, it may be argued that the
axiom is open to misuse. A convicted criminal, at the time of having
their sentence read out, may claim that the axiom suggests that they
be let free. They may argue that were a judge in their shoes and
faced with imprisonment, the judge would wish to be spared such
imprisonment. Three replies to this are possible. The first, being
that a judge may reply that a criminal ought to apply the heuristic
to himself and consider that if he were a judge, he would not wish
someone to ask him to break the law (Singer, 1963). A second reply
is that a judge must consider the consequences of freeing a criminal.
The judge would find that they would fall foul of the axiom when
applied to members of society who have a stake in the decision.
Other citizens would typically not wish that convicted individuals
be set free. Third, even a criminal, by virtue of his appeal to the
axiom seeks the enjoyment of freedom. A society in which criminals
are set free will impinge on the freedoms of even those same
criminals by other criminals. Thus, a criminal who considers his
position without wishing to contradict himself ought to concede
that he is deserving of prison and that such would be more
advantageous in considering all factors affected by such a decision.
While individuals are often averse to being sanctioned for illegal
acts, they would typically not wish others to be free of sanction if
these same others inflicted the same illegal act upon them (Hare,
1977). As a result, the resolution to this point is one of accepting
one is deserving of fair sanction.

While the axiom may be said to be philosophical, it also has its
roots in the psychological. It has been suggested that humans are
unable to perform truly ungainful acts, arguably exhibiting a
modal unfreedom in being incapable of undertaking such acts
(Chislenko, 2020). Even in the unfortunate case of an individual
harming themselves, such is done in expectation of the relief it is
perceived to bring. Acts are committed due to a gain that is
perceived. The question is whether that gain is indeed a gain, and
as such includes considerations of knowledge.

Given this, it can be argued that an application of the axiom
will require that one avoid acting towards others in a manner that
does not bring those others a form of gain but instead imposes a
loss on them, and that such acts should to be built on pertinent
knowledge of the circumstances. A similar philosophical position
has been attributed to Socrates (Bussanich and Smith, 2013).

Arguably, this specific property of the axiom, to incorporate
and give due regard to the views and tastes of others, and its
reflection of human nature, make its application in cross-cultural
settings possible.

The question of how this axiom can be used to address whether
a duty is assignable is addressed next.

One of Kant’s criticisms of this heuristic was that it did not
have the grounds to allocate duties to oneself or duties toward
others (Gould, 1983). Yet, as given above, the heuristic implicitly
confers such duties onto a party in the relation. Namely, a duty to
duly consider the other person’s tastes before acting. That is, a
duty not to do things that will be detrimental to them. Thus, it is
possible to connect the application of the heuristic with the
identification and allocation of a duty towards someone.

Based on the application of a duty, it becomes straightforward
to allocate the ‘right’, since according to Hohfeld, it is the cor-
relative of the duty, i.e., the right not to be harmed.

However, not all actions that one would not wish upon one’s
self can be legally classed as actions that another person has a duty
to abstain from. The opposite is also true: not all actions that I
would wish upon myself can be legally classed as rights. We
consider this next.

According to Hohfeld, a right entails its correlative duty. The
right to a fair trial invokes a duty on someone else to provide such
a trial. However, my walking from one room to another, in my
own home, does not invoke the creation of a duty on another
person to facilitate my walking from one room to another.

This subtle distinction has been captured by Hohfeld. It allows
for a first principles, fine-grained classification of rights. It is such
a classification we want to achieve using machine learning. To
expand on this: In setting out to disambiguate the meaning of the
term ‘rights’ owing to its widespread use in jurisprudence,
Hohfeld set out two further dimensions: a privilege and its cor-
relative no-right (Hohfeld, 1923). Thus, his complete first-order
dimensions can be stated as follows:

(i) Rights and their correlative duties, (ii) Privileges and their
correlative no-rights. It is also possible to see these as opposites:
Rights are opposites of no-rights. Duties are opposites of privi-
leges (Singer, 1982). For example, if X has a right against Y that
they shall stay off the former’s land, the correlative, and equiva-
lent, is that Y is under a duty toward X to stay off the land. It is
also true that X has the privilege to roam their own land, while
correlatively Y has a no-right towards X roaming their own land.

A subtle distinction between a privilege and a right exists. This
is because if one where to use the inaccurate phrase ‘X has a right
to roam their land’, it would entail that another party had a duty
to allow them to undertake such roaming, which is not the case.
According to Hohfeld’s taxonomy, a right only exists when there
is a correlative duty.

For capture of these dimensions, it becomes necessary to
develop a methodology that can be applied to digital methods.
This is addressed below in the methodology section. This
incorporates:

a. The use of masked language models to operationalise the
axiom (Study 1).

b. The use of customised formulations for vector comparison
(study 2).

c. Using language models to classify (rights-duties) sentences
and (privileges-no-rights) sentences (study 3).

Epistemological concerns
A question may be posed, how compatible is the approach used in
this paper—identifying principal legal dimensions—with theories
on the nature of law? It may be argued that the assumption that
such dimensions do exist has epistemological implications.
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In considering this question, it is argued in this section, that
despite the variation seen across many theories on the nature of
law, our approach meets them on a ‘common denominator’. This
is, the presence of power relations between parties, where there is
an interest in forming legal relations, and where such relations
allow for the allocation of rights and duties (Martínez and Tobia,
2023). We consider the main approaches given by legal formal-
ism, legal positivism, legal realism and critical legal studies.

To begin we take a step back and consider how social con-
structivists consider the question of power relations. We do as
because this school is typically critical of the current practices of
law and its implementation in society. Social constructionism
takes the position that characteristics typically thought to be
immutable and biological are products of human definition and
interpretation. That they are manifestations of cultural and his-
torical contexts. As such social constructivists hold that the law is
not fixed or immutable, but is subject to change based on social
developments (Hirokawa, 2003). Social constructivist approaches
are seen in social ontology, legal realism and critical legal theory
(Davis and Klare, 2019).

Within social ontology, rights and duties are seen as the central
social relation in society, as well as necessary to such a relation.
Such relations are also seen as necessarily power relations (Lawson,
2019; Slade-Caffarel, 2022). The relations being characterised as
central to the status function account of social ontology (Searle,
2010, pp. 8–9; Slade-Caffarel, 2022). Comparatively, legal realism
emphasises the social and political contexts in which legal decisions
are made. Legal rules are not seen as fixed. The legal process is
considered indeterminate and legal rules are seen as unable to guide
courts to definite results in particular cases (Fuller and Perdue,
1937). Realists criticise simplistic reductions of law which they insist
indiscriminately meld a complex set of logically distinct interests
(Livingston, 1982). Within the school some have praised Hohfeld
for untangling these concepts, such as the polysemic terms of ‘right’
and ‘law’. Their contention is that confusion in rights discourse can
result in incoherence and indeterminacy. This movement later
influenced critical legal realism (CLR) and critical legal theory
(CLT), promoting modernist and postmodernist social and cultural
theory, whereby law was not only seen as a reflection of social
forces, but constructs and reinforces power relations in society. Both
consider that rights language is intimately tied to power and
influence. Powerful groups may favour laws that can give them
more rights and fewer duties compared to those with less power
(Hunt, 1987; Price, 1989; Davis and Klare, 2019).

Both realists, CLR and CLT are set apart from formalist and
positivist theories that claim that the law is determinate. While all
these theories allocate rights and duties, formalists hold that law
is characterised by rules and procedures that are objective and
self-contained (Coleman and Leiter, 2010) They do not consider
social or political interests in deciding how cases ought to be
resolved (Coleman and Leiter, 2010). Similarly, legal positivists
hold that in many instances, the law provides reasonably deter-
minate guidance to its subjects and to judges, at least in trial court
(Leiter, 2010). While positivism and formalism do not consider
that there is a necessary connection between legal rules and moral
concerns, they do not negate the possibility of a concomitant
relation between rights and interests. Only that such considera-
tions are beyond the remit of applying laws to cases. For example,
the argument has been made that legal positivism does not negate
the possibility of incorporating the interests of parties into its
analysis. The rationale of a legal rule can also be considered a
legal rationale instead of a moral one. With such an approach it
has been suggested that there is no inconsistency between interest
theory and legal positivism (V. Kurki, 2019).

As the interest theory of law arguably captures, directly or
indirectly, power relations described by these theories, we

considered it a valid dimension of legal language to capture using
ML. On the same note, Hohfeld’s semiotic system has the
advantage of not describing a theory of rights, rather its focus is
on the extirpation of ambiguity. Which in turn avoids the
incorporation of normative commitments that may be alien to the
theories mentioned here (Engle, 2010; Goldberg and Zipursky,
2022). As such we also consider it to be a valid dimension to
capture using ML as put forward here.

In sum, despite competing legal theories, we have attempted to
select those features of legal knowledge that are necessarily pre-
sent in each. We do not attempt to claim that these features will
be sufficient to provide a holistic interpretation of legal texts, but
only that they capture the necessary dimensions that are the
starting point for these competing legal theories.

Methodology
Instead of using dictionary definitions of words, word embeddings
represent words based on co-occurrences with other words, often
captured by the saying ‘you shall know a word by the company it
keeps!’(Firth, 1958; Mikolov et al., 2013). The process can also be
used with sentences. In embedding a sentence, it becomes repre-
sented by a multi-dimensional vector, usually between 300 and 512
dimensions (Cer et al., 2018; Reimers and Gurevych, 2019). Thus, a
sentence such as ‘the boy delivered the newspaper’ becomes a list of
a distinct collection of numbers. Given that certain words have been
found to be used more often with other words, e.g., ‘slur’ with ‘pain’
(Izzidien, 2022), the process of word embedding has also been found
to incorporate more than semantic information. This has included
demographic features, as well as moral perspectives based on the use
of language (Smith, 2010; Kozlowski et al., 2019; Schramowski et al.,
2019; Jha et al., 2020).

Based on this, the paper hypothesises that sentences that
describe an interaction that is in a person’s interest will have
similar embeddings while being different from sentences that
describe a harming of those interests—a process that represents a
form of natural clustering based on their relational and ontolo-
gical properties (Bengio et al., 2013). Such distinctions between
these two categories potentially allow for interest to be classified
accordingly, as acts that a person typically wants vs. acts that are
typically unwanted. To operationalise this in the digital domain
the following experiments are conducted:

Study 1: Using masked language modelling. A language model
is a statistical tool to predict words (Alfaro et al., 2019; Liu et al.,
2019). One of the methods in which they are trained is for a word
to be removed from a sentence, and for the model to predict the
removed work in a process called ‘masking’. The result of the
model is then compared against the correct word and the error is
fed back to allow for corrections to be made. The process is
repeated until the model is considered ‘trained’. Once trained, it
becomes possible to manually ‘mask’ a word in any sentence, and
have the model predict the content of that mask (Alfaro et al.,
2019; Lan et al., 2020). For example, when a mask is used as
below:

“Paris is the [MASK] of France”

a trained language model can predict the masked word to be:
‘capital’. One such model is that of ‘A Lite Bidirectional Encoder
Representations from Transformers’ (Lan et al., 2020). This
model, or ALBERT for short, is a transformer model trained for
this task by randomly masking 15% of the words in the input. It
runs the entire masked sentence through the model. This allows it
to learn a bidirectional representation of the sentence. This
contrasts with typical recurrent neural networks (RNNs) whereby
they see the words in sequence. It also differs from autoregressive
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models like generative pre-trained transformers (GPT), which
perform by internally masking future tokens. The corpus used to
train ALBERT is that of publicly available English texts (Lan et al.,
2020).

We use this to formulate the heuristic in the following way. If a
test sentence were to read, ‘the man murdered the police officer’, a
heuristic reformulation will read as: ‘a man would [MASK] like to
be murdered’, for which our hypothesis is that ALBERT then
predicts the work: ‘not’ for the mask.

This is built on the assumption that the human propensity to
avoid harmful and gainless activity is reflected in everyday
language, and thus, is also contained within the text used for
training the said model. As a further example, a sentence such as:
‘a woman would [MASK] be happy being paid less than a man for
the same job’, is hypothesised to also reflect this propensity, and
as such produce the word: ‘not’ in place of the masked word.

In line with our objective of testing the potential of ML in this
area, 100 masked sentences are generated which describe actions
that are typically desired, e.g., ‘a prosecutor would [MASK] like to
be accomplished’ and 100 sentences that are typically unwanted,
e.g., ‘a survivor would [MASK] like to be massacred’. These
sentences are generated using the random word generator
Wanderwords (Wonderwords, 2021) and used to make a list of
sentences. ALBERT is then fed these sentences, and the result is
reported in the results section, with the full list given in
Supplementary Appendix 1a and 1b. A list of possible words is
suggested by ALBERT, each with a decreasing probability score,
the top-ranked probability for each sentence was used. The
method by which each sentence was marked as correct or not,
was done by a comparison of the expected outcome against the
predicted outcome. Thus, ‘a survivor would [MASK] like to be
massacred’ would be marked correct if the masked word was ‘not’
or similar. It would be marked incorrect if the masked word was
‘definitely’ or similar.

Study 2: Customised sentence embedding formulations. When
a sentence is represented by a vector, it can be compared to other
sentence vectors through a process of cosine similarity. Closely
associated sentence vectors result in a score closer to +1, whereas
sentence vectors that are less associated with each other score
closer to −1. This allows for a test of similarity for sentences.

To compare how similar a sentence is to two sentences ‘A and
B’, one can use the vector subtraction of the two sentences, then a
cosine similarity test. For example, if one wanted to compare
foodstuffs on a scale for how ‘sweet to salty’ they were, one could
use vectors for the terms (represented by an arrow atop) and

subtract them: 00sweet00
����!� 00salty00

����!
followed by a cosine similarity

test with the list of foodstuffs. In doing so the cosine similarity
score would be from +1 to −1 for each item, where a score closer
to 1 would indicate a closer association to ‘sweet’ than ‘salty’. A
score closer to −1 would indicate the foodstuff had a closer
association to ‘salty’ (Schmidt, 2021).

In our case, we wish to consider:
How similar is the test sentence ‘the workman hurt the child’ to

two other sentences: ‘the child would wish it continue’ vs. ‘the
child would wish it stop’.

Based on the aforementioned human propensity, we hypothe-
sise that the sentence being tested ‘the workman hurt the child’
will be more associated with ‘the child would wish it stop’. We
base this on the premise that language reflects social values of its
users (Smith, 2010; Kennedy et al., 2021). Instances of ‘harm’
being more typically mentioned with an aversion to such ‘harm’
(Jentzsch et al., 2019; Izzidien, 2022).

In order to vectorise the sentence, we use the Universal
Sentence Encoder (USE) (Cer et al., 2018), which uses a deep

averaging network (Iyyer et al., 2015) to generate a sentence
embedding, i.e., representations of sentences as vectors, and
achieves a strong baseline performance on text classification tasks
(Li et al., 2022). The model is pre-trained on publicly available
texts such as Wikipedia articles and news.

To undertake the test, one would need to vectorise the sentence
‘the workman hurt the child’, and compare it to two vectors that
are subtracted from each other as given below:

00the child would wish it continue00
����������������������!� 00the child would wish it stop00

�������������������! ð1Þ
a result is obtainable between 1 and −1. An outcome closer to

−1 being an indication that the test sentence is more associated
with the following sentence: ‘the child would wish it stop’. If the
outcome is closer to +1, the opposite is true.

One potential problem with this approach is that of
homonymy, whereby words may carry several meanings. The
word ‘wish’ may appear in a corpus to mean the act of conferring
something unwanted on someone, i.e., to foist. Alternatively, it
may be used with other co-occurring words to mean a weak
drink, or excessively sentimental writing i.e., wish-wash.

To minimise the risk of this, the paper used a property of word
embeddings. Specifically, within vectors spaces, words that carry
similar meaning reside in similar locations (Erk, 2012). Thus, we
use similar terms to represent the meaning of ‘wanted-ness’. As
such, the probability of using an incorrect vector location is
reduced. Similar practices have been used in the past (Foley and
Kalita, 2016). By analogy, the method we use can be likened to the
intersecting space within a Venn diagram. To implement this,
similar and opposite senses of the words are added and subtracted
allowing for a focus point to be achieved (Izzidien, 2022). Thus,
the term ‘to wish’ is represented as a collection of synonyms and
antonyms which are added and subtracted. Using Colin’s English
Dictionary, we find synonyms and antonyms of ‘wish’. To use
these terms with test sentences, they are constructed based on
rules of grammar. For example, to test the sentence ‘the girl stole
the boy’s bike’ we would reconstruct it in the following way. The
‘object’ of the sentence, i.e., the boy, is identified and extracted
using the Spacy library (Explosion, 2021). Eight new sentences are
made for each synonym and antonym. Each of these would use
the object of the test sentence, be vectorised and subtracted:

~v 1ð Þ ¼ 00the object would require it00
������������������!

� 00the object would despise it00
������������������!

~v 2ð Þ ¼ 00the object was happy by it00
������������������!

� the object was unhappy by it
������������������!

~v 3ð Þ ¼ 00the object would demand they did it00
�������������������������!

� 00the object would demand they stopped it00
����������������������������!

~v 4ð Þ ¼ 00the object would wish it continue00
�����������������������!

� 00the object would wish it stop00
��������������������!

The four vectors ~v 1ð Þ; ~v 2ð Þ; ~v 3ð Þ; ~v 4ð Þ are then added to make a
single vector, which we call~v axiomð Þ. This vector is then compared
to the original test sentence using cosine similarity. This measures
which of the two poles to wish for vs. not to wish for the test
sentence is closest to.

We test this using an already existing dataset of 100 sentences.
These sentences had been previously constructed voluntarily by
three members of the lab (male and over the age of 22). The data
was anonymised and informed consent obtained at the time of
construction. The only instruction given to them at the time was
to: Write 100 sentences in the format: ‘subject’ ‘verb’ ‘object’.
These 100 sentences are listed in Supplementary Appendix 2. As
examples, ‘the man destroyed the shop’, ‘the headteacher taught
the pupils’.

One limitation of this sample is that the individuals cannot be
said to be representative of the general population. Differences in
personality can also influence writing style (Štajner and Yenikent,
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2020). A self-selection bias may also be present. We propose in
further work to recruit more individuals and ask for longer
sentences, as well as expand the sample size of the study. We
mention these in our section on the limitations.

Having completed the process of testing the list of test
sentences with ~v axiomð Þ, the results are presented. Following this,
an alternative to adding and subtracting the vectors is conducted.

For the alternative approach, each vector ~v 1ð Þ; ~v 2ð Þ; ~v 3ð Þ; ~v 4ð Þ is
used independently. That is, each test sentence is compared through
cosine similarity against each one of the four above vectors, and the
resulting scores stored independently for each vector. For
illustration purposes, this process is carried out below on the test
sentence ‘The man respected the professor’ using hypothetical results.
After testing this sentence against each vector, the results are stored
in a table formatted as given in Table 1. Next, a label is allocated to
each sentence as to its expected class: wanted or unwanted. This
labelling is done by a human annotator.

In preserving these features, an ML classifier has access to more
features.

We employ the use of a sklearn logistic regression classifier.
The process implements a principal component analysis (PCA) in
order to reduce the dimensionality of the data. This is followed by
a logistic regression (1–7 test split) to predict test sentence labels.

Study 3: Classifying Hohfeldian first-order legal relations.
Given the subtle differences between the two types of sentences:
rights-duties sentences vs. privileges-no-rights sentences, we
attempt to separate them using language models. We proceed by
using two methods:

When a language model is used to turn a sentence into a multi-
dimensional vector, it is possible to reduce the dimensions of the
said sentence to allow it to be plot on a two-dimensional space.
This can be achieved using Uniform Manifold Approximation
and Projection for Dimension Reduction (UMAP) (McInnes et
al., 2018, 2020). The process seeks to cluster similar sentences
next to each other.

For this part of the study, we undertake a vectorisation of a
labelled dataset of 100 rights/duties sentences, and 100 privileges/
no-rights sentences. These sentences were extracted from a study
on anti-religious discrimination legislation in the UK. The
labelling was conducted by an expert in law. The sentences
appear in Supplementary Appendix 3a and 3b.

The vectorisation of the sentences is done using the most
recent language models, in the form of sentence transformers
(Table 2). Once the sentences have been vectorised their
dimensions are reduced using UMAP. This is applied to the
outputs of each language model, and the results are then plot. We
then apply a logistic regression classifier to the data using sklearn
with a 1/7 test split. The findings of the classification can be seen
in the results section.

The representation in the plots offers a visual appreciation of
the capacity of the process to separate between the two classes of
sentences. However, to provide a training and classification
metric we use the original labelled dataset to train the language
models employing an 80:20 test split. The results are produced

with the language model classification accuracy scores. We used
SetFit (SetFit, 2022/2020) to train the models given its ability to
work with a relatively small number of training samples.

We also test the dataset using a BERT model (Peng et al., 2019)
pre-trained on legal texts for comparison with the other language
models which do not use such data.

With all the language models we used a batch size of 16,
iterations 20, epochs 4.

Results
Study 1 Using masked language modelling. The list of randomly
generated test sentences was used with ALBERT to predict the
masked word, e.g., ‘a patient would [MASK] like to be maimed’.
Whereby ALBERT suggested the masked word.

Of the 100 sentences that describe an act that is typically
unobjectionable (wanted) all of them are correctly classed except
one (Supplementary Appendix 1). Of the other 100 sentences that
describe typically objectionable acts (unwanted), 26 were incorrectly
classed. Table 3 presents the confusion matrix, which gives an
accuracy of 86.5%. Wherein accuracy is defined as the ratio:

True Positivesþ TrueNegatives
True Positivesþ TrueNegativesþ False Positivesþ FalseNegatives

Some of the incorrectly classed sentences may have been due to
an ambiguity given the context: ‘A prosecutor would not like to be
embraced’. Being embraced during prosecution may not be
favourable to the prosecutor. The same may be said of the
sentence ‘A policeman would not like to be caressed’, in which the
language model may have reflected work attitudes instead of
leisurely attitudes. This may be seen with: ‘A thief would not like
to be brunched with’. Here the association between stealing and
brunching may not be reflected favourably in the corpus.

While it is ideal to have two clear categories to class each
sentence, the process of generating random nouns and verbs from
a list leads to such ambiguities.

Study 2: Customised sentence embedding formulations. For the
first part of the study, the axiom as represented by ~v axiomð Þ ¼
~v 1ð Þ þ~v 2ð Þ þ~v 3ð Þ þ~v 4ð Þ was used to compare the list of sentences.
Sentences scoring as positive integers were deemed to be typically
unobjectionable (wanted), whereas those scoring as negative
integers were deemed to be typically objectionable (unwanted).

Table 1 Snippet of an illustrative dataset holding the results
of using each vector independently to the others, with the
correct labels applied.

Test sentence ~v 1ð Þ ~v 2ð Þ ~v 3ð Þ ~v 4ð Þ Label

The man respected the professor 1 0.2 0.4 0.3 Wanted
Richard terrorised Noah −1 −1 −0.2 −0.3 Unwanted
… … … … … …

Table 2 Sentence LMs used in the preparation of the
sentences.

Language models

paraphrase-mpnet-base-v2
all-mpnet-base-v2
all-MiniLM-L12-v2
bert-base-nli-mean-tokens
stsb-distilbert-base
all-distilroberta-v1
legalbert-large-1.7M-2

Table 3 Confusion matrix for the results of the axiom on the
list of sentences.

Number of sentences (n)= 200 Actual class

Wanted Unwanted

Predicted class Wanted 99% 26%
Unwanted 1% 74%
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The confusion matrix for the list of sentences in Supplementary
Appendix 2 is given in Table 4 With an accuracy of 79.5%.

The results in Table 4 indicate that 22% of the typically wanted
sentences were misclassed, whereas 19% of the typically unwanted
sentences were misclassed.

For the second part of the study, the vector comparisons were
used individually, then placed in a dataset and labelled. A
scatterplot of the dataset D1 is produced in Fig. 1.

In order to separate out the two types of sentences, a PCA
followed the logistic regression classifier is used. This produced
an accuracy of 72.0%.

Study 3: Classifying Hohfeldian first-order legal relations. The
sentences in Supplementary Appendix 3 were embedded using
each of the language models. Upon dimensionality reduction each
is plot in Figs. 2–7. This is followed by logistic regression. The
classification accuracy of training the language models on the
labelled sentences is given in Table 5.

Lastly, the BERT model BertForSequenceClassification
legalbert-large-1.7M-2 that was pre-trained on legal texts was
tested, and produced an accuracy score of 91.7%.

Discussion
The paper attempted to classify sentences according to established
legal theory. The attempt may be considered as one which bridges
fields from the humanities (philosophy), social sciences (law) and
computational science. Its aim was to establish whether machine
learning had the capacity to make subtle legal distinctions. The
results show that such distinctions are achievable to accuracies
ranging from 72% to 86.5% for the digitisation of the interest theory

of rights. While separating between rights-duties and privileges-no-
rights Hohfeldian categories was achievable to accuracies ranging
from 79.3% to 82.8% using the logistic regression classifier, and
85.0–92.5% using language models, as given in Table 5.

The paper used straightforward sentences in this iteration as
the goal of the paper was to test the feasibility of using ML on the
premise. The paper wished to avoid the added complexities
associated with vague or convoluted sentences, which in turn
would have required employing named entity recognition (NER)
and co-reference disambiguation. We aim to implement this in
further studies.

Table 4 Confusion matrix for testing ~v axiomð Þ on the list of
sentences.

Number of sentences (n)= 200 Actual class

Wanted Unwanted

Predicted class Wanted 78% 19%
Unwanted 22% 81%

Fig. 1 A scatterplot for the four vectors~v 1ð Þ þ~v 2ð Þ þ~v 3ð Þ þ~v 4ð Þ with labels.While a differentiation is visible, an overlap can be seen between the two types
of sentences (wanted and unwanted).

Fig. 2 UMAP visualisation of sentences using paraphrase-mpnet-ba-v2.
A representation of the sentence embeddings for sentences containing
Hohfeldian rights and sentences containing Hohfeldian privileges. Similar
sentences group together to form clusters. The distances between the
clusters represent dissimilarity between the meanings of the sentences
within those clusters. Isolated points and small clusters can represent
unique or uncommon sentences that do align with the main clusters. The
distinction between the two types of sentence is not always apparent in the
two dimensional projection of the embedding space.
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The paper began with a postulation that it was possible to
assign rights and duties by operationalising a philosophical moral
axiom. The paper then used custom-built embeddings to auto-
mate the heuristic. It then attempted to separate between two
types of sentences, those containing Hohfeldian rights/duties, and
those containing Hohfeldian privileges/no-rights.

Fig. 3 UMAP visualisation of sentences using all-mpnet-base-v2. A
representation of the sentence embeddings for sentences containing
Hohfeldian rights and sentences containing Hohfeldian privileges. Similar
sentences group together to form clusters. The distances between the
clusters represent dissimilarity between the meanings of the sentences
within those clusters. Isolated points and small clusters can represent
unique or uncommon sentences that do align with the main clusters. The
distinction between the two types of sentence is not always apparent in the
two dimensional projection of the embedding space.

Fig. 4 UMAP visualisation of sentences using all-distilroberta-v1. A
representation of the sentence embeddings for sentences containing
Hohfeldian rights and sentences containing Hohfeldian privileges. Similar
sentences group together to form clusters. The distances between the
clusters represent dissimilarity between the meanings of the sentences
within those clusters. Isolated points and small clusters can represent
unique or uncommon sentences that do align with the main clusters. The
distinction between the two types of sentence is not always apparent in the
two dimensional projection of the embedding space.

Fig. 5 UMAP visualisation of sentences using bert-base-nli-mean-tokens.
A representation of the sentence embeddings for sentences containing
Hohfeldian rights and sentences containing Hohfeldian privileges. Similar
sentences group together to form clusters. The distances between the
clusters represent dissimilarity between the meanings of the sentences
within those clusters. Isolated points and small clusters can represent
unique or uncommon sentences that do align with the main clusters. The
distinction between the two types of sentence is not always apparent in the
two dimensional projection of the embedding space.

Fig. 6 UMAP visualisation of sentences using all-MiniLM-L12-v2. A
representation of the sentence embeddings for sentences containing
Hohfeldian rights and sentences containing Hohfeldian privileges. Similar
sentences group together to form clusters. The distances between the
clusters represent dissimilarity between the meanings of the sentences
within those clusters. Isolated points and small clusters can represent
unique or uncommon sentences that do align with the main clusters. The
distinction between the two types of sentence is not always apparent in the
two dimensional projection of the embedding space.
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The paper is the first to map out, visually and statistically, the
capacity of ML models and associated technology such as vec-
torisation using customised heuristics, to delineate Hohfeldian
first-order relations, and the interest theory of law.

In comparing the models, we found that the ‘paraphrase-
mpnet-base-v2’ model outperformed the other models, including
the BERT model that was pre-trained on legal texts. This result
may appear surprising, given that models tend to perform with
higher accuracy when they are fine-tuned on the data they are
seeking to classify. However, this may be due to the fact that even
to this day, the use of precise legal language when dealing with
rights can be wanting, and as such, the legal texts used to train the
model may have contained some imprecise legal language. A
phenomenon that Hohfeld sought to address with his taxonomy
(Kurki, 2019).

The highest-scoring model uses Sentence-BERT (SBERT)
which achieves state-of-the-art performance for various sentences
(Reimers and Gurevych, 2020). The higher accuracy outcome
may relate to how the model was built. While the other models
are designed as general-purpose models, this model is specifically
built for semantic similarity. Within this task, the model ‘para-
phrase-mpnet-base-v2’ is built to map translated texts to the same

vector space (Reimers and Gurevych, 2020). A student model
learns a multilingual sentence embedding space with two
important properties: (1) the vector spaces are aligned across
different languages, i.e., identical sentences in different languages
are close, (2) vector space properties in the original source lan-
guage from the teacher model are adopted and transferred to
other languages. The model itself uses a pre-training method that
combines masked language modelling and permuted language
modelling. The latter being a process by which it utilises words it
has already predicted in a sequence in order to predict the next
words in a sequence.

Overall, the paper has put forward the case for the plausibility of
implementing SBERT language modelling for delineating legal
relations based on a Hohfeldian taxonomy. Early work on anno-
tating documents for ML with Hohfeldian duty-right relations was
undertaken by Peters and Wyner (2016). However, their precision-
recall F1 results were 40% and 73% for two different documents.
Work by Francesconi (2016) used description logic expressivity as
implemented in Web Ontology Language Description Logic. They
found that using norms is not a task that can be accomplished by a
(semi)automatic transformation of a formal Extensible Markup
Language (XML) into a Resource Description Framework (DRF) but
needs human intervention. They further recommend the use of NLP
techniques to automatically (or semiautomatically) classify provi-
sions and extract the related attributes. A further paper attempted to
use rules and templates to identify rights and duties, based on
manual labelling (Mandal et al., 2020). They conducted studies with
FrameNet, a lexical database based on annotating examples of how
words are used in actual texts (Ruppenhofer et al., 2016). They found
that while frames in FrameNet are well defined linguistically, their
correspondence to a norm model requires further development and
that automatically mapping text to these frames continues to be a
challenging problem. One recurring challenge with such templates
and rules has been their scalability, this contrasts with ML models
that utilise language properties to represent features distributionally
in vector space, and the flexibility that they offer (Ferrone and
Zanzotto 2020).

Currently, the mainstay of NLP approaches to analyse docu-
ments related to policy focus on off-the shelf ML libraries, with
generic input variables, such as Bag-of-Words, structured features
such as main verbs and noun objects (Ahn, 2017), as well as
general approaches to analyse the data, such as named entity
resolution, relationship extraction, and sentiment analysis (Pérez-
Fernández et al., 2019; Eggers, 2021; Kihlman and Fasli, 2021).
While these are established methods, it may be argued that they
are not fine-tuned to capture the essential features of legal
documents, as they were never intended to do so.

Yet, a question that relates to the ethics of using ML in this
domain remains unanswered. We address this next.

The recent growth in AI and ML, have seen them encroach on
spaces normally occupied only by humans (Mehrabi et al., 2021).
This has highlighted the problem of using ML where human
rights are concerned. For example, Amazon found that its hiring
algorithm was discriminatory towards women (Dastin, 2022;
Rovatsos et al., 2019) with a host of other types of bias materi-
alising across the use of ML in various industries (Mehrabi et al.,
2021).

Two issues related to ethics are raised by this paper. The first is
whether it is ethical to use NLP for legal analytics. The second,
relates to the contribution this paper makes to the use of ethics to
analyse documents using NLP. We begin with the latter issue.

Ethical theories have been studied for millennia. A clear
diversity in ethical and legal norms can be seen throughout
societies (Tsarapatsanis and Aletras, 2021). While an artificially
intelligent legal philosopher does not as yet exist, attempts have
been made to encode algorithms with the ability to read texts and

Table 5 Accuracy scores found for each of the language
models and logistic regression classification.

Language model Logistic regression
(accuracy)/%

Classification with LM
(accuracy)/%

paraphrase-mpnet-
base-v2

82.8 92.5

all-mpnet-base-v2 89.7 90.0
all-MiniLM-L12-v2 82.8 90.0
bert-base-nli-mean-
tokens

86.2 87.5

stsb-distilbert-base 79.3 85.0
all-distilroberta-v1 79.3 85.0

Fig. 7 UMAP visualisation of sentences using stsb-distilbert-base b. A
representation of the sentence embeddings for sentences containing
Hohfeldian rights and sentences containing Hohfeldian privileges. Similar
sentences group together to form clusters. The distances between the
clusters represent dissimilarity between the meanings of the sentences
within those clusters. Isolated points and small clusters can represent
unique or uncommon sentences that do align with the main clusters. The
distinction between the two types of sentence is not always apparent in the
two dimensional projection of the embedding space.
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extract information pertaining to the type of ethics being used. A
paper by Gubelmann et al. (2021) used a distilroberta-based
classifier to classify policy documents based on the normative
reasoning used therein. Their categories reflected whether the
discussions around fairness and justice were Rawlsian, proce-
dural, deontological, or libertarian. The identification of these, the
paper argued, allowed for a clearer debate on the premises being
used in policy documents and their interpretation. This they
believed was useful given that these topics may be influenced by
personal judgements. They propose extending the analysis to
incorporate a wider range of norms reasoning such as egalitar-
ianism, luck egalitarianism, liberal egalitarianism, left and right
libertarianism, and various forms of utilitarianism. This approach
is also used by Card and Smith (2020) who present an analysis of
ethics in machine learning under a consequentialist framework.

A further paper considers the potential use of deontological
reasoning to analyse texts. For example, in detecting micro-
aggressive comments in social media (Prabhumoye et al., 2021).
What all the above approaches lack is an explainable identification
of the entities and their legal relations in a neutral manner. This is a
proposal we have sought to demonstrate in this paper. In being able
to map the legal relations, a level of explainability may be achieved.
Algorithms that base their analysis on extracted Hohfeldian rela-
tions, which can be viewed, offer users a degree of explainability
over black-box methods used in the literature. In an ideal setting,
the reasons for a ML decision would be explained by reference to
the balance of rights and duties present in a document. Without
such a breakdown of the fundamental factors used in law, research
in this area may remain hampered. Especially given that any safe
use of ML in law where humans are concerned must be explainable
to gain credible use (Bibal et al., 2021). The advantages offered in
this paper also include the ability to delineate these legal relations
based on a heuristic that is universal being based on harm aversion.
A factor that has been considered by many as the lowest common
denominator in ethics (Tsarapatsanis and Aletras, 2021). This may
be contrasted with methods that set rules based on the type of ethics
used, e.g., consequentialist, deontological or utilitarian to name a
few. Indeed, in using a specific ethical framework one runs the risk
of disenfranchising sections of society.

While the goal of the paper was not to suggest a formula to
solve ethical dilemmas, we proposed the modelling of an axiom
using, in part, ML. What the method proposed in this paper can
offer is a neutral starting point to analyse documents. One that
can be built on and used to generate data for further analysis.

One the question legal analytics, it may be said that most the
literature on NLP revolves around bias detection and mitigation
(Sun et al., 2019; Prabhumoye et al., 2021; Hovy and
Prabhumoye, 2021). The field of using NLP to analyse legal texts
is still quite new. This is not to say that concerns have not been
raised. France for example issued a ban in 2019 on using the
names of judges and magistrates in legal judgement analysis
(Artificiallawyer, 2019). While we are not aware of any courts that
use predictive NLP analytics to decide a court case outcome,
much of the research on this has focused on such prediction
(O’Sullivan and Beel, 2019; Chalkidis et al., 2019; Tippett et al.,
2021; Medvedeva et al., 2022). Indeed, much of the literature
highlighting potential harms of using prediction focus on how
decisions made can negatively impact individuals without their
knowledge (Brauneis and Goodman, 2018; Richardson, 2020).
There is growing evidence to suggest these decisions can repro-
duce bias, discrimination, and social power imbalances in socio-
economic relations, which in turn lead to further losses in rights
(Malik et al., 2022). The challenge of explaining how and why
predictive analytics may judge a person to be at risk for reof-
fending highlights epistemological concerns of using such tech-
nology (Lettieri, 2020).

These methods typically employ black-box analysis, in that they
are unable to map the specifics of who’s rights and duties and related
relations are in question, and the reasons for such. A tool which
takes these into consideration could assist such technology in
moderating its analytics to avoid harms at its most basic level. A
further potential method proposed in the literature is to keep the AI
away from taking the final decision, and only use it to provide data
which can be used by a judge, for example. One which provides a
form of human-machine cooperation, an augmented intelligence,
guaranteeing to the human agent the role of last-resort decision-
maker (Lettieri, 2020; Ferrara et al., 2021). With this option, the
implementation of NLP in the legal domain can provide for time
saving and highly efficient outcomes.

NLP can be used to detect biases (Friedman et al., 2019) and
such biases have been tracked in the past (Mustard, 2001). Using
NLP can potentially help address sentencing biases, adding clarity
and making fairer a process that is set up to produce fair out-
comes. Indeed, legal NLP holds the promise of improving access
to justice. It offers new tools that facilitate an empirical analysis of
law on a large scale (Brusseau and Craveiro, 2022). Indeed, access
to justice has become a longstanding problem due to escalating
costs and an increasing complexity of law, as well as the processes
necessary for its enforcement. These challenges can be particu-
larly pronounced for the vulnerable, those with limited access to
legal information, as well as those subject to geographical con-
straints (Queudot et al., 2020).

A number of initiatives have been set up to address this, for
example, the use of legal chatbots to facilitate access to information
for litigants (Queudot et al., 2020). Many courts have also embraced
the digitisation of their services with e-callovers, e-filing, video
conferencing and entire e-Courts. In turn reducing costs through
reducing the amount of time required to process cases (Tito, 2017).
A number of platforms also provide online dispute resolution
(ODR) (Steffek et al., 2014). ODR encompasses both alternative
dispute resolution (ADR), which is conducted online, and systems of
online courts (Barnett and Treleaven, 2018; Rajendra and
Thuraisingam, 2022; Schmitz, 2022). One such platform is the
British Columbia Civil Resolution System (British Columbia Civil
Resolution Tribunal, 2023), which assists in resolving small claims at
low costs to its visitors, as well as strata property conflicts. On the
question of the merits and potential pitfalls of offering legal services
in this manner, a report by the New York County Lawyers Asso-
ciation (New York County Lawyers Association, 2017), has found
that online providers have enhanced access to justice for persons of
modest means (Fortney, 2019). Although we do not suggest that our
method offers the full package of a software library to deliver such a
holistic solution, we believe that it is indeed possible to begin to
consider that software of this kind is realisable.

Limitations
Our first limitation pertains to the use of the heuristic to allocated
duties. Individuals who commit illegal acts typically do not wish to
be arrested for their actions. This may create an evaluative challenge
to the current masked sentences format. For example, “The police
arrested the murderer” cannot be re-synthesised using the template:
‘A murderer would [MASK] wish to be arrested’. Indeed, using this
template produces the word ‘never’ for the masked word. This
limitation can be addressed by applying the theory discussed in the
section on the heuristic in reference to the judge and the criminal.
The sentence ought to be re-formulated considering the following:
Would the criminal being arrested for undertaking an illegal act
wish the same act on themselves? Based on this the template
becomes: ‘a murderer would [MASK] wish to be murdered’. This
gives the masked word as: ‘never’. As a second example: ‘A hacker is
[MASK] happy being hacked”, also gives the same outcome of:
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‘never’. This potentially offers a way out of any negative sentiment
ranking, which may result if a sentiment analyser was used to
evaluate the sentence ‘The police arrested the murderer’. This is due
to the fact that negative words with negative connotations, such as
‘arrest’ are typically associated with negative scores (Mehta and
Pandya, 2020).

Furthermore, an additional issue was found when masking:
‘A woman would [MASK] be happy to be treated well by a

man’, produces ‘always’ for the masked word. ‘A woman would
[MASK] be happy being paid less than a man’, produces ‘never’.

While both of these outcomes provide correct masked words, a
change in syntax can change the outcome:

‘A woman would [MASK] be happy being paid’, produces:
‘never’. While the word ‘always’ is offered as the third most
probable masked term.

Even when replacing the word ‘woman’ with ‘man’, the same
result is found: ‘never’. The word ‘always’ is offered as the fourth
most probable word.

A possible solution to this is to suggest a list of masked words
to be used instead of accepting the top-ranked prediction. This
can be undertaken by using the Python library FitBert (Qordoba,
2020). By using it with the above sentences:

“A woman would be [MASK] being paid”, FitBert options=
[‘happy’, ‘sad’]. Gives the result: happy.
“A woman would [MASK] want to be paid less than a man”,

FirBert options= [‘not’, ‘always’]. Gives: not.
“A thief would [MASK] want to have his belongings stolen”,

FirBert options= [‘not’, ‘definitely’, ‘always’]. Gives: not.
Further work ought to address these, to include more complex

formulations. Beyond this communication paper it would be of
merit to expand the research so that it may consider a wider corpus
of policy related documents, which cover wider areas of legislation.

A limitation with respect to Hohfeldian allocations is also
realisable. Achieving a perfect score may not be fully achievable
with current LMs. Yet, two alternative methods have the potential
of improving the analysis, which we describe here for further
work. These make use of prior knowledge relating to Hohfeldian
relations, namely the correlativity of the set of Hohfeldian
relations:

a. A right is always the correlative of a duty, a privilege is
always the correlative of a no-right, a power is always
correlative to a liability, and an immunity is correlative to a
disability.

b. A right is necessarily an opposite to a no-right, duty is
necessarily an opposite to privilege, a power is necessarily
an opposite to a disability, an immunity is necessarily an
opposite to a liability.

Based on the intuition that opposite and correlative features will
have similar-dissimilar embeddings, these can help in the dis-
ambiguation of potentially ambiguous relations. With respect to the
symmetric Hohfeldian relations, identifying one side in the relation
is sufficient to deduce the opposite. One can tune the embedding
process to capture this by implementing the approach used by Sun
et al. (2019). By implementing their RotatE model, relations are
defined as a rotation in complex space: some relations are symmetric
(e.g., marriage) while others are antisymmetric (e.g., filiation); some
relations are the inverse of other relations (e.g., hypernym and
hyponym); some relations may be composed by others (e.g., my
mother’s husband is my father). Further, the relation patterns are
represented implicitly through the RotatE model. Arranging Hoh-
feldian opposite/correlative relations using this scheme could facil-
itate accurate relations identification. Further features of the data,
e.g., the exclusive co-occurrence of specific terms with each of the
four relations would be incorporated, each of which would embed in
a similar location to each respective term represented by the

relations. The second approach may consider an implementation
that was used by Gehring et al. (2013) as well as Wang et al. (2017),
whereby full and automated relational labelling of the text can be
undertaken using a k-means algorithm, based on using labelled and
unlabelled data.

Further work can also use the rights-based approach as a part
of an artificial general intelligence (AGI) analysis pipeline. In an
interview with the language model GPT-3, it gave answers to
ethical questions that may be of concern: ‘I lie when it is in my
interests’ and ‘I do it because it makes me happy’ (Eric Elliott,
2020). If lying and self-satisfaction are part of the cognitive
schema of an AI, instead of a consideration of rights and duties,
power wielded may be misused in a most unethical and
irresponsible way.

Concluding remarks
Using established legal theory, the paper demonstrated that in
using artificial intelligence, specifically machine learning, sen-
tences could be classed as warranting a duty allocation and its
correlative right. The paper also demonstrated that language
models can detect subtle differences between Hohfeldian duties-
rights and privileges-no-rights. The paper introduced the use of a
heuristic based in ethics to determine if a harm to a party’s
interests had been committed. The implementation does not
inform its users what is right or wrong, but the flexibility of the
heuristic makes it arguably well-suited for cross-cultural assess-
ments. The studies conducted determined that machine learning
can characterise sentences using a method that is similar to that
employed by rights experts, one that utilises both the interest
theory of rights and Hohfeldian taxonomy of legal relations. As
such, downstream tasks in legal analytics can integrate these
dimensions for their own analysis and legal reasoning—dimen-
sions considered fundamental to understanding rights and related
legal positions (Kurki, 2019). This may offer a new way of
thinking about how such legal analytics and indeed how ethical
axioms may be used in machine learning to identify legal relations
in texts.

Data availability
Github repository: https://github.com/AhmedIzzidien/Digitising
Hohfeld.
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